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PsycINFO in 2011: Our Year of the Mobile App







In Search of: Information Literacy and APA PsycNET’s New Relevancy Sort



very year we receive questions about what’s on the horizon for APA’s electronic products. This article presents a view into the proverbial looking glass to give you a sense of new content, new databases, and enhancements on the drawing board at APA for 2011. Last year was a time of expanding our capabilities in PsycINFO for new product deployment. And it was a year of growth in existing products as we released nearly 200,000 records into PsycINFO, bringing the database to over 3 million records. For 2011, we are both planning new products and redesigning familiar ones.



PsycTESTS This long-awaited database will be a reality by summer’s end. In 2010 staff invested large chunks of time in the research needed to design the database and find content for it. We talked to many librarians and end users at various meetings and in small groups whenever we could. There were multiple discussions at all the library association meetings, and in November we did a Juried Showcase at the Charleston Conference. We also did usability testing and talked about user needs at APA meetings with both graduate students and researchers. Throughout the process, we have consulted with the APA office for Testing and Assessment. Our goal was to learn as much as we could about how people look for tests, what information they expect to find about the test, and what range of tests they look for. Through an iterative process, we refined our data structure in response to what we learned.



Finding Tests As our readers know, finding tests is not an easy task. We began with APA journals and public domain web sites, then branched out to other publishers with whom we have negotiated agreements to allow APA to use journal content to build test records. At one point in the fall, we had 37 people searching in “Operation Test Derby.” The outcome was thousands of usable tests, and we are continuing to gather them. On an ongoing basis, we will identify tests as journal articles come through PsycINFO. We will also find them in books for which we have access. In addition to the unpublished tests, we have been negotiating agreements with commercial publishers to include records and links for their tests. As of mid-February, we have agreements with about 60 publishers. Some continued on page 2
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Our Plans for 2011 —continued from page 1 will provide only descriptive metadata; others, on the other hand, are giving us sample reports, instructions, even sample questions.



Integration Perhaps the most complex development work has related to the integration with other APA databases. Although we were first focused on delivery on APA PsycNET, it became clear that thinking about integration was also key to delivering a quality database on our third-party vendor partners’ platforms.



The complexity arises because PsycTESTS has so many unique fields. Some, like Test Name, can be mapped to existing fields; however, many stand alone. These include the following:



Fields Unique to PsycTESTS 



■ Alternate Test Name 







■ Test Construct







■ Acronym 







■ Test Purpose







■ Supporting Documentation 







■ Test Record Type







■ Permissions 







■ Setting







■ Accommodation 







■ Reliability







■ Fee 







■ Validity







■ Test Format 



Telephone: 800.374.2722 • 202.336.5650 • Fax: 202.336.5633







■ Number of Test Items







■ Administration Format 



E-mail: [email protected] Web: www.apa.org/pubs/databases







■ Administration Time



PsycINFO PsycINFO News is published bimonthly by PsycINFO® American Psychological Association 750 First Street, NE • Washington, DC 20002-4242



All organization, product, or service names mentioned are trademarks or service marks of their respective owners. Graphical software interfaces appearing in illustrations herein are copyright © by their manufacturers.



continued on page 3
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Our Plans for 2011 —continued from page 2 On the APA PsycNET platform, users will be able to browse PsycTESTS in several ways. These include Test Name/Acronyms, Construct, Test Author, and Year.



Facets on the Results page will enable users to narrow a search by Index Terms, Author Affiliation, Construct, Author, Test Year, Age Group, and Population Group.



Availability Our initial goal had been to launch PsycTESTS in July; however, the design phase ate into development time. Consequently, we are expecting the beta to be available in July with a full launch planned for September. In addition to production of the records and completion of the changes to the platform, APA will be producing documentation, webinars, and other training materials. You should be able to see an alpha at the ALA Annual meeting in New Orleans. continued on page 4
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Our Plans for 2011 —continued from page 3 The next question is likely “what about pricing?” APA should have final pricing within a few weeks.



APA PsycNET Dictionary Enhancement As readers probably know, APA produced the APA Dictionary of Psychology in 2006 and subsequently released both the APA Concise Dictionary of Psychology (2008) and the APA College Dictionary of Psychology (2009). Choice described it as “a landmark dictionary of psychology that is at once erudite and accessible.” Later this spring, APA PsycNET will be enhanced with definitions from that landmark publication. Users reading full-text content in HTML (in PsycARTICLES and PsycCRITIQUES initially) will have the ability to find a definition for words that have a dotted underline. To make the tool as useful as possible, Reference Works staff in APA Books carefully pruned some of the 25,000 terms from the print dictionary feeling that the more common words would be construed as noise. Participants in the alpha were enthusiastic about the additional tool, and we hope that institutional users will be as well. Administrators will have the option to turn it off if they so choose. This is a platform enhancement, not content added to the databases; consequently, it will be available only in APA PsycNET.



PsycEXTRA Facelift and Expansion With more than 200,000 records, the gray literature database has been acquiring more and more important content. A staff PsycEXTRA Task Force developed a new mission statement for the database in October 2010: PsycEXTRA is the premier resource for information and data for cutting-edge research and practice in the behavioral and social sciences. It is also an archive of gray literature that documents the development of psychology. Once the mission was clarified, we began a push for expansion in some key areas. For content, we are bringing in more technical reports and conference presentations, as well as standards, patents, clinical trials, grants, and other substantive documents. With more resources devoted to negotiating with content owners, we are acquiring new content from many psychological organizations, both domestic and



international, and related national organizations. For example, the Society for Research in Child Development recently began archiving their content with PsycEXTRA, as did the American School Counselor Association. A new Crown Copyright agreement with Australia is also yielding important documents. Every release brings new cutting edge content. If you have not listened to any of the PsycEXTRA podcasts Customer Relations is producing, I highly recommend them. Recently, they have explored new research on our need for light and Seasonal Affective Disorder, video accelerated innovation, patent information on speech recognition, and male circumcision as a means to help slow the spread of HIV. They can be found here. And the facelift? PsycEXTRA has now been available for several years, and we thought it was time for some change. As the number of content owners associated with the database has grown to more than a thousand, it has become more important that the presentation of their names be standardized. We also have found additional types of documents, some of which—such as patents—are in the database, but not currently searchable. So, we are adding Patent, Grant, Dissertation, and Website/Blog as new document types. The Dissertation will not overlap PsycINFO, as they will be full-text documents from other countries. Some document types are being renamed to make them easier to use or to incorporate additional content. For example, Video is being renamed to Multimedia to accommodate audio podcasts. Early this Summer you will see a spiffed-up PsycEXTRA. And we will continue to expand coverage. The goal is to have it up to 300,000 records in a year or so.



PsycINFO Reload for 2011 For the past several years, APA has been updating the database once a year with new features and functions. The reload is also an opportunity to issue mass corrections as we continue to carry out clean-up projects on very old data. Generally, we have produced the reload in the Spring; however, with so much other developmental work continued on page 5
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Our Plans for 2011 —continued from page 4 going on, it seemed wiser to postpone the reload to the Fall. We have several small changes in mind, but nothing dramatic at this point. We would still welcome suggestions for improvement for the 2011 release. The plan is to release the reloaded database at the beginning of December so that vendors will have time to process it and have it up before the Spring semester begins.







Spotlight on: Psychotherapy Psychotherapy: Theory, Research, Training, and Practice has a new name: Psychotherapy Over the course of its existence, Psychotherapy has published under three names.



Other Projects There are a number of other projects in the works or recently completed: ■ APA Journals staff collaborated with other APA staff to produce an app for journals around the first of the year. Both the iPhone app and the iPad app are available free through iTunes.



Journal History



■ APA Books staff are working on a streaming video product. Watch for news later in the year.



■ Psychotherapy: Theory/Research/Practice/Training, Vols. 21-39, 1984-2002



■ More work is being done to enhance APA PsycNET, and additional changes will be made to integrate PsycTESTS and the changes in PsycEXTRA.



■ Three APA publications staff are participating in the NISO-NFAIS Supplemental Materials Working Group to develop recommended practices for this growing area of journal publishing. We expect to have completed practices ready for distribution and comment later in the year. Much of the work is intersecting with the burgeoning interest in archiving data of all kinds. ■ The APA Publisher is convening a Data Task Force, which will meet for the first time in March. Members are being asked to develop recommendations for how APA should be considering issues around collecting data and making it accessible. ■ APA is a Founding Member of ORCID, the organization incorporated in 2010 to manage the collection and maintenance of author identifiers. Work is proceeding on the ORCID beta. It will undoubtedly be a busy year. Do stay tuned for more announcements—and please share your thoughts on where APA should go with electronic products by contacting us at [email protected].



■ Psychotherapy: Theory, Research and Practice, Vols. 1-20, 1963-1983



■ Psychotherapy: Theory, Research, Practice, Training, Vols. 40-47, 2003-2010 Although the name has changed, the Library of Congress determined that the title change is not substantive enough to require new ISSNs. New title 



Psychotherapy



Previous title Psychotherapy: Theory, Research, Training, Practice Print ISSN 



0033-3204



e-ISSN 



1939-1536



Publisher 



Educational Publishing Foundation



First issue with new title Vol. 48(1), March 2011 Frequency 



Quarterly



URL 



http://www.apa.org/pubs/journals/pst/



The journal publishes a wide variety of articles relevant to the field of psychotherapy, striving to foster interactions among individuals involved with training, practice theory, and research, since all areas are essential to psychotherapy. For more information on Psychotherapy, please visit its webpage.
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Call for Nominations for the American Psychological Association’s



5th Annual Excellence in Librarianship Award



T



he American Psychological Association’s Excellence in Librarianship Award was created to recognize an outstanding contribution to psychology and behavioral sciences librarianship. The award includes a $2,500 check and an inscribed plaque, which will be presented at the EBSS Forum at the American Library Association Annual Conference in New Orleans in June 2011.



Who Is Eligible? This award is open to both librarians and allied professionals who have demonstrated significant achievement in librarianship in psychology or the behavioral sciences. Examples of achievement may include one or more of the following: instruction, project development, publications, research, or service. APA employees are not eligible.



Who Can Nominate? Individuals may nominate themselves or others. Nominations will be accepted from library users, students, faculty, library colleagues, or others with knowledge of the nominee’s achievement.



Nomination Procedure and Timeline Please submit the following electronically by April 11, 2011: ■ Nomination statement (describe the contribution and its significance within and outside of the institution); a current curriculum vitae; and optional supporting documentation may be included with nomination (digital copies or URL’s leading to online documentation) ■ Letters of support (no more than three; at least one letter from a direct beneficiary of the services provided by the nominee is strongly encouraged) ■ Contact information for the nominee Submissions are being accepted online at APA Excellence in Librarianship Award. Applications will be kept in the award pool for three years. Applications may be updated each year, as long as they are received by the award deadline.



Selecting the Recipient The recipient will be selected by a committee of peers and be notified in May 2011. Please direct questions to APA Excellence in Librarianship Award.
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APA’s Electronic Resources Advisory Committee



From left to right, Gene Damon, Jeremy Burman, Omar Alhassoon, John Disterhoft, Ellen Beckjord, Robert Frank, and Bradford Hesse



M



eet APA’s Electronic Resources Advisory Committee, our advisors on developing products in electronic form.



The PsycINFO Electronic Resources Advisory Committee is an advisory subcommittee of the Publications and Communications Board. Its mission is to guide us in activities related to the development and dissemination of communications products in electronic form. The committee proposes policies, engages in long-term planning, and proposes research and development projects for consideration by the Publications and Communications Board. Committee members provide guidance on policies related to such products as PsycINFO, PsycARTICLES, electronic reference programs, subsets of other electronic databases, and the APA Web sites. Members consider issues related to features, delivery mechanisms, and other user-related factors. Overall, they provide advice on the general quality and utility of the databases and other electronic products.



The council is composed of seven members: Omar Alhassoon, PhD University of California, San Diego & California School of Professional Psychology Omar has been a member of the Electronic Resources Advisory Committee since fall of 2009, though his connection to APA goes much further back. He noted: I’ve been involved with PsycINFO since the 1980s, first working directly for the association as an indexer/search analyst, then as a database education specialist, and now as a member of the Electronic Resources Advisory



Committee. During my tenure at PsycINFO in the ‘80s and ‘90s, I was actively involved in the process of developing a new production system that is the forerunner of our current system. I was also involved in placing some of the earliest PsycINFO educational material on Gopher (the precursor of the World Wide Web) and educating librarians and students on the use of Veronica and Jughead! My interest in the use of technology in psychology did not diminish after receiving my doctorate in clinical psychology from the University of California, San Diego (UCSD). I’m currently active in integrating electronic resources into graduate and undergraduate online courses in psychology. In addition to being involved in neuroimaging research and neuropsychology, I teach continued on page 8
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APA's Electronic Resources Advisory Committee —continued from page 7 psychology at all university levels (community college through graduate school). My insights about the role of information technology in relation to psychology education, research, and practice are valuable to PsycINFO. In return, I find being on the cutting-edge of the newest technology exhilarating and appreciate the brainstorming and information exchange process that takes place at Electronic Resources Advisory Committee meetings. The divergent nature of the members’ thinking and the collegiality of the group provide me with a model that I often emulate with dissertation students who are struggling with developing their thoughts about a topic. On a more practical level, I often take back to campus and laboratory many of the new and exciting tools that are being developed by APA for integration into my courses and research.



Ellen Beckjord, PhD, MPH Assistant Professor, Department of Psychiatry University of Pittsburgh Biobehavioral Medicine in Oncology Program University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute Ellen has been a member of the Electronic Resources Advisory Committee since fall of 2007, when she was an associate behavioral and social sciences researcher for RAND Corporation. She noted: We each bring special skills to the group. As a clinical psychologist who studies the role of health information technology in cancer survivorship care, I think a lot about how information technology can enrich people’s lives and help them achieve their health-related goals.  As a faculty member in academic medicine, PsycINFO is a key piece of information technology that helps me to achieve my professional goals. It’s been great to see the development of PsycTESTS and to watch PsycNET’s growing presence in social media.  It’s always exciting to hear from APA about their continued work to make PsycNET a powerful and meaningful platform for practitioners, researchers, and students.



Jeremy T. Burman, MA Department of Psychology, York University Jeremy joined the Electronic Resources Advisory Committee in 2007. He was recruited to represent and give voice to the concerns of new and aspiring members of the profession. Jeremy wrote: I am a doctoral student in the History and Theory Program at York University in Toronto, Canada. I have an honor’s bachelor of science from the University of Toronto and a master’s of arts from York University. I hope to complete my doctorate in the summer of 2012. My research interests relate primarily to the history of Jean Piaget’s theory and to how historical narratives are constructed. My goal is to combine these two interests to reintroduce Piaget to contemporary developmental psychologists. Before returning to school, I was a producer for the web and television at the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, running the web unit for a news and current affairs television show called “The Hour,” targeted at the under35 set. Before that, I was an entrepreneur and consultant, starting a company when I was 16. My position allows me to communicate the needs and interests of my two primary communities: graduate students and historians. I usually end up speaking “as a graduate student” or “as an historian,” but I think the value of my contribution — if it has value — is supported primarily by my experience in R&D. Building the new PsycTESTS database has been wonderfully exciting. That’s really going to change how graduate students do their work. And the Akron historical archive project was inspired! Partnering with an archive to add historical content to the database was such a good idea.



Looking ahead, I think “mobile” is the key word – whatever game-changing technologies are coming, they’ll have to be accessible and usable from a mobile device. continued on page 9
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APA's Electronic Resources Advisory Committee —continued from page 8



Gene Damon, MSLS Director of Library Automation & Learning Resources Virginia Community College System Gene is the newest member of the Committee. He has worked in libraries and library service for more than 35 years. Since 1996 he has served as Director of Library Automation and Learning Resources for Virginia’s Community Colleges. He is currently chair of the Virtual Library of Virginia’s Steering Committee and served as chair of VIVA’s Resources for Users Committee for over 10 years. Over his career he has managed library systems at the University of Waterloo, Northeastern University, and Virginia’s Community Colleges, playing an important role in the initial years of library systems automation. For the past 14 years, in his role at the Community Colleges and with VIVA, Gene has helped acquire and ensure access to a vast array of information resources for Virginia’s Community College libraries, enabling students and staff to easily access and exchange information. Gene is also a member of APA’s Library Advisory Counsel, and his is the lone librarian voice in a sea of psychologists on Electronic Resources Advisory Committee.



John Disterhoft, PhD Physiology Department Northwestern University John is a Professor of Physiology and Director of the Northwestern University Institute for Neuroscience, Feinberg School of Medicine. A noted author and recognized expert in mechanisms of learning and memory, he has been a member of the committee since spring 2009.



Robert G. Frank, PhD, Chair Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost Kent State University Bob has been a member of the Electronic Resources Committee since fall of 2008. He was previously dean of the College of Public Health and Health Professions at the University of Florida. His first appointment was at the University of Missouri—Columbia School of Medicine, where he established the Division of Clinical Health Psychology and Neuropsychology. He has been a Robert Wood Johnson Health Policy Fellow and worked with Senator Jeff Bingaman (DNM). He is a diplomate in clinical psychology for the American Board of Professional Psychology and a past president and current fellow of Division 22 (Rehabilitation Psychology) and a fellow of Division 12 (Society of Clinical Psychology) and Division 38 (Health Psychology) of the American Psychological Association.



Bradford W. Hesse, PhD Chief, Health Communication & Informatics Research Branch Behavioral Research Program Division of Cancer Control and Population Sciences National Cancer Institute Brad has been a member of the Electronic Resources Committee for the longest, since “the turn of the millennium.” He wrote: I am a social psychologist by training but have spent the past two and a half decades studying the ways in which individuals and groups work together within electronic environments…. I was recruited to the National Cancer Institute (part of the U.S. National Institutes of Health) in 2003, where I currently serve as chief of the Institute’s Health Communication and Informatics Research Branch. We provide extramural funding to behavioral scientists who are using advances in health information technology to reduce the nation’s burden from cancer. continued on page 10
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APA's Electronic Resources Advisory Committee —continued from page 9 I joined the Electronic Resources Advisory Committee at a point when the “dot com” implosion was looming and professionals were wondering what the fate of the World Wide Web as a platform for knowledge aggregation would truly be. I remember in those early days of the committee the tough choices we had to make in considering the best use of valued resources: do we invest in electronic channels, and if so in what ways, or do we keep our money on traditional channels of knowledge dissemination?  APA, we believed, must stay committed to understanding the changing information ecology of the new millennium, not just for its members but for the American public as a whole. It must take a leadership role in making its information assets available to all of those who could benefit from them. Over the course of the decade, I have indeed seen the Electronic Resources Advisory Committee take a leadership role in brokering easy-to-use access to the scientific literature.  APA’s development of PsycNET – with interconnected access to powerful search tools, expansive bibliographic references, online articles, online book chapters, the so-called “gray literature,” and other resources – stands as a stellar example of pioneering design in a burgeoning information universe. Similarly, APA’s expansion of journal coverage from the standard core of psychological publications to the related pockets of literature now emerging in the fields of medicine, neurobiology, education, law, human factors



engineering, and others presciently anticipated the rise in interdisciplinarity that has now become the hallmark of modern professional and educational life. Even the association’s attention to detail in crafting an online presence that is understandable to professionals and lay information seekers alike illustrates its commitment to all stakeholders whether they be scientists, practitioners, policy makers, students, educators, or even members of the general public. These accomplishments are only the beginning, though…  Increasingly, mobile devices such as Apple’s iPad and smart phone technologies will make the vast information stores of digital libraries available to an even broader set of professionals who find the information they need at the moment the need it. The publishing industry will continue to reinvent itself as it fits into this new ecology.  The stakes will be high as professional associations seek to preserve credibility and viability in an environment awash in blogs, twitter feeds, and a cacophony of amateur content. Success, however, could help usher in a new era of what the National Science Foundation has referred to as “Technology Mediated Social Participation.” Such participation could be the scientific fulcrum we need for putting evidence into practice, and for tackling some of the more elusive challenges of a global citizenry. Dealing with this possibility will be the exciting challenge confronting the Electronic Resources Advisory Committee in the next decade.
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Introducing New(ish) PsycINFO Staff



O



ver the past 6 months, a number of new faces— or familiar faces in new roles—have appeared in PsycINFO. As most of this talented group of individuals will interact in at least some way with our customer base, we thought we’d introduce them and explain how their jobs affect PsycINFO’s mission.



Michele Chang, Supervisor, Journal Content; Content Development Team Michele joined PsycINFO in March 2008 as a Technical Information Analyst. As a member of the Neuroscience Task Force she conducted research and evaluated terminology for the expansion of The Thesaurus of Psychological Index Terms. She assisted the Customer Relations Department in updating the Neuroscience Application Guide. Before coming to the APA, Michele worked in accounting and business development for BDO Seidman, LLP. She also served as the Grants and Compliance Manager for the American Association of Poison Control Centers. She earned a bachelor’s degree with honors in Psychology and Philosophy from the George Washington University. In her new role, Michele seeks out new psychologically relevant journals, completes the research required to develop a complete journal profile on proposed additions, organizes the evaluation process for each new journal candidate, supervises the acquisition of accepted journals, and subsequently tracks receipts and supervises claims procedures. She oversees the PsycINFO journal coverage list and maintains an ongoing familiarity with the journals on this list by monitoring claims, checking for available missing issues online, and watching for publisher changes that require the negotiation of new coverage agreements. If you have any questions about coverage practices in PsycINFO’s databases, please contact Michele at [email protected].



Michael Miyazaki, Customer Relations Team Michael joined the Customer Relations Team in July 2010. He has been in the information industry for more than 25 years as marketing and product manager, trainer, writer, special event planner, and technical support specialist. He joined CSA in 1990, having previously been with Compu-Mark. Michael is intimately acquainted with the library world, having managed all of the library advisory groups for CSA. He also initiated the CSA portion of the library school program that ProQuest/ CSA is known for and has experience managing large-scale events and analytics. In addition, he has developed tutorials, is published in the scholarly literature, and has handled branding development. By the way, he also knows RefWorks! On the Customer Relations Team, Michael is concentrating on database knowledge, training, customer support, development of user materials, and events planning. Some of you may have met him at ALA Midwinter. If you didn’t meet him there, please join us for one our librarian-focused webinars. His is the new voice you hear in the Advanced Librarian Webinars. Michael is also our contact point for most of our librarian trainings at the various conferences, so if you have questions about those trainings or conferences in general, feel free to drop him a line. You can reach Michael at [email protected] or (202) 572-3012.



Karen Ross, Quality Assurance Coordinator, Quality Assurance Specialist, Product Development Team Karen started with APA in June 2010 as a Technical Information Analyst. She graduated from the University of Pittsburgh with a BA in English Literature (2006) and an MLIS in 2008. She has previously worked in the University of Pittsburgh’s University Library System as a member of the Reference and Instruction Department. She has experience with both electronic and print journals continued on page 12
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Introducing New(ish) PsycINFO Staff —continued from page 11 as well as collection maintenance and cataloging. In her role as a Technical Information Analyst, Karen discovered how much she enjoyed playing a part in producing APA materials and decided she wished to further her efforts in product quality. Joining the Product Development Team, Karen will be taking on the role of Quality Assurance Specialist. Among her many responsibilities are reviewing the quality assurance processes of the PsycINFO databases; helping to maintain quality performance of the Bibliographic Production staff by creating and implementing training standards; and working on reducing errors in the PsycINFO products with dayto-day detection, correction, and prevention. She is also reviewing and providing error correction of cited references. Karen can be contacted directly at [email protected] if you would like to report any errors or request any corrections with data in the PsycINFO products.



Here is a name and a face that many of you already know! Lisa Sick, Vendor Relations Specialist, Product Development Team Lisa joined PsycINFO in June 1985 as an indexer in the Retrieval Services Unit, back in the day when indexing was completed on “blue sheets” with a pencil, and searching was done at speeds of 300 baud using a phone and coupling device. Lisa became the primary trainer for new indexers, updated and maintained the Bibliographic Production manual, contributed to Thesaurus maintenance, and assisted users with expert PsycINFO searches. In her tenure at PsycINFO, Lisa has worked as a workflow supervisor and was in the Customer Relations group for over 3 years. Over the years, she indexed for other databases on bilingual education, aging, and drug and alcohol abuse. Her education was completed at George Mason University, where she is currently enrolled in the Global Health graduate certificate program, and at American University, where she received a Master’s in anthropology.



Lisa started her new role at PsycINFO as the Vendor Relations Specialist in the Product Development group. In her new role, Lisa works with the 3rd-party vendors to ensure that updates and corrections to APA databases are delivered and uploaded and to respond to user feedback about database content and quality. She also updates database documentation and writes technical specifications for current and new electronic products. Lisa brings her background in indexing, abilities as an expert searcher, and customer-service orientation to this new position. If you have feedback or suggestions about the APA databases related to the functionality, quality, and appearance of APA databases on your platform, please contact Lisa at [email protected] or 202-336-5763.
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APA at ALA Midwinter, January 7-10, 2011, San Diego, CA



A



PA Publishing exhibited at the 2011 ALA Midwinter Meeting, held this year in San Diego. In addition to our usual Librarian’s Roundtable Breakfast, on January 9th, and Brunch and Learn session on January 10th, we had a special celebration in our exhibit stand for the 3 millionth PsycINFO record! Quick recap: In November 2010, APA hit a major milestone for the PsycINFO database, publishing its 3 millionth record, the article “Rehabilitating Patients with Left Spatial Neglect by Prism Exposure During a Visuomotor Activity” in the journal Neuropsychology (see our special issue on the 3 millionth record and PsycINFO history of how we got here). To celebrate, we threw a party at ALA Midwinter with a reception featuring a 3 millionth record commemorative cake and blinking star pins as souvenirs. PsycINFO’s Librarians’ Roundtable Breakfast provides APA with a valuable opportunity to get feedback directly from librarians as well as to update the library community about our publishing activities. Linda Beebe, PsycINFO’s Senior Director, led the discussion with topics that included products coming soon from APA and how mobile devices are affecting the library world. There was also stimulating discussion of behavioral science librarians’ new challenges, including patron-driven acquisition and the new ProQuest platform. On Monday, January 10th, PsycINFO Customer Relations trainers Lisa Sick and Michael Miyazaki presented a Brunch and Learn session to 28 attendees. A number of attendees had previously participated in one of PsycINFO’s Advanced Webinar Training for Librarians sessions and wanted to hear more about the databases. The Brunch and Learn session highlighted



From left to right, Tim Rinda, Alvin Walker, Susan Hillson, Linda Beebe, and Christine Chambers



■ social networking applications ■ use of mobile devices to access APA content. Search examples on the major vendor platforms demonstrated features such as the online thesaurus, limits, and platform features designed to increase serendipitous search processes. Participants were polled about their biggest challenge in 2011. Their responses included: ■ Reaching students is a big concern for many people. Developing instructional programs for digital natives and distance education students and making them aware of library services and resources were specifically mentioned. Because students are so reliant on faculty for their information, librarians need a way to teach faculty about PsycINFO and search tricks. ■ Learning the new ProQuest platform, understanding its rendition of PsycINFO, and communicating the platform changes to students and faculty, ■ Balancing collection maintenance while delivering quality services, ■ Licensing ebooks in behavioral sciences. This area gets overlooked because we don't have funding or librarians overseeing these areas.



■ usefulness of the databases



■ Finding evidence-based articles to meet specific student scenarios,



■ updates and new content



■ Finding a job,



■ multidisciplinary content



■ Developing publicity for patrons /users.



■ tools for library instruction



continued on page 14
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APA at ALA Midwinter —continued from page 13 Participants at the session received PsycINFO’s Customer Relations department’s new flash drive loaded with training materials and the new 2011 PsycINFO Journal Coverage List. (A limited number of the flash drives are still available. If you would like one, please contact Michael Miyazaki at [email protected].) The Librarian’s Roundtable Breakfast and Brunch and Learn are given at ALA Midwinter and ALA Annual. If you missed the sessions in San Diego, watch for the announcements of the programs on the PsycINFO and EBSS listservs and in the ALA Annual conference program.



You can find links to the Brunch and Learn presentation and other training presentations in our Presentation Archive. In addition, for links to database documentation, search guides, tutorials, and searching specific databases on the APA web site, please visit us at the PsycLIT® Search Help and Training Center. And if you would be interested in attending one of our training webinars or having your students or library patrons attend a PsycINFO Customer Relations staff led webinar, please visit our Webinar Training Schedule and sign up for a session. Of course, we’re always interested in hearing your thoughts and suggestions on our training program activities and materials. Contact us anytime.



2011 Journals Coverage List Now Available



P



sycINFO provides several ways to view its journal coverage list on our website. The list can be accessed electronically, or you can download it in Excel format that is continuously updated throughout the year. The website also provides links to additional update sources, including a journals added page, which lists journals added between updates, and a list of journals that are indexed cover to cover. In addition, each year we provide a PDF list, which is now available. We now have more than 2,460 titles covered, making up 78% of the database. And the journals are 99% peer reviewed. We added 40 new titles in 2010. Take a look at our newest additions: ISSN 



eISSN Journal Title



1730-7503 



Acta Neuropsychologica



2044-1282 2044-1290 Advances in Mental Health and Intellectual Disabilities 1998-1929 



Behavior Analysis in Practice



1752-1882 1752-1890 Coaching: An International Journal of Theory, Research and Practice 1758-8928 



Cognitive Neuroscience



0960-5290 



Contemporary Hypnosis



1741-6590 1741-6604 Crime, Media, Culture 1305-9076 1305-905X Cypriot Journal of Educational Sciences 1980-5764 



Dementia & Neuropsychologia



1832-7931 



E-Journal of Applied Psychology



1754-0739 1754-0747 Emotion Review 1749-6535 1749-6543 Ethics and Social Welfare 1863-3811 European Journal of Developmental Science 0974-2719 Indian Journal of Community Psychology 1754-9426 1754-9434 Industrial and Organizational Psychology: Perspectives on Science and Practice



ISSN 



eISSN Journal Title



1556-1607 1556-1615 International Journal of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning 1754-2863 1754-2871 International Journal of Culture and Mental Health 0020-7187 International Journal of Early Childhood 2094-0734 The International Journal of Educational and Psychological Assessment 1941-7233 International Journal of Psychology: A Biopsychosocial Approach/Tarptautinis psichilogijos žurnalas: Biopsichosocialinis požuris 1750-984X 1750-9858 International Review of Sport and Exercise Psychology 1555-3434 Journal of Cognitive Engineering and Decision Making 1558-6898 1558-6901 Journal of Mixed Methods Research 0888-0395 1945-2810 Journal of Neuroscience Nursing 0973-5410 Journal of Psychosocial Research 1746-5729 2042-8731 Journal of Public Mental Health



ISSN 



eISSN Journal Title



1029-7847 



Journal of Youth Studies



2035-5963 



Life Span and Disability



1755-2966 Mental Health and Physical Activity 1752-3281 1752-3273 Mental Health and Substance Use: dual diagnosis 0889-6402 Organization Development Journal 1414-9893 1982-3703 Psicologia: Ciência e Profissâo 1309-0658 1309-0674 Psikiyatride Güncel Yaklaşımlar 0033-2968 0974-9861 Psychological Studies 2152-0828 2152-081X Psychology of Violence 1752-2439 1752-2447 Psychosis: Psychological, Social and Integrative Approaches 0297-1194 Revue de Psychothérapie Psychanalytique de Groupe 1866-2625 1866-2633 School Mental Health 1158-1360 Sexologies: European Journal of Sexology and Sexual Health/ Revue européenne de sexologie et de santé sexuelle 1562-2975 1814-1412 The World Journal of Biological Psychiatry
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PsycINFO in 2011: Our Year of the Mobile App



W



e’ve noticed. Everywhere we look, we see someone tethered to a mobile device. Some of us are addicted to the iPad. Some of us use our eReaders so much that we’ve consigned our print books to the same closet where we store our LPs (that means “long-playing” record, kids, as in vinyl). And we’ve all run into people who, to paraphrase Charlton Heston, will give up their Smartphone when you take it from their cold, dead hands. As a publisher, we also take note that Gartner has predicted that in 2011 mobile search and mobile browsing will make up 2 of the top 10 consumer mobile applications. And, of course, we’ve listened to you and your requests for more mobile initiatives. So we’re declaring 2011 as a year of action. We already have a number of options available on mobile devices. They include ■ Searching APA databases ■ Reading articles ■ Downloading eBooks ■ Browsing the PsycINFO News ■ Sharing information with colleagues (and probably some others we’ve either forgotten or aren’t yet aware of). In the next few months, the PsycINFO News editors will tell you about what we have currently available and what’s we’re developing. But we’re also interested in hearing how you and the faculty and students you interact with are adapting to the mobile device environment. Please share your stories with us and your fellow subscribers. If you would like to share your success stories of incorporating mobile devices into behavioral sciences information dissemination, please contact Michael Miyazaki ([email protected]). To get started, let’s take a look at a new app developed by the APA Journals Department that



facilitates access to recently published journals on the iPhone and iPad. “The APA Journals app makes the daunting task of staying current with the latest information in the broad field of Psychology a lot easier,” says Susan Harris, Director of the Journals Department.  “It delivers the latest research from APA—in topical areas such as Neuropsychology, Psychotherapy, Religion and Occupational Health—in a way that practitioners, researchers, students, and anyone interested in the behavioral sciences will find relevant, timely, and extremely portable.” The app lets users browse the contents of the latest issues of more than 70 journals published by APA and its publishing partners. Users can scan tables of contents of the journals and access abstracts of the journal articles. APA PsycNET subscribers can also access the HTML or PDF version of the full articles and read them on the devices. Additionally, iPad users can purchase and access the HTML or PDF version of the full articles and read them on the go. iPhone users can also access TOCs and abstracts, but to purchase the full text of the article using the app, they must complete the transaction using conventional computer access, as our developers decided the iPhone screen is just too small for us to be able to provide the experience we would prefer. There are two versions of the app – the iPhone version is called APA Journals and the iPad version is called APA Journals for iPad. Both are available free of charge through Apple’s App Store. For additional information about these mobile applications, please contact [email protected].
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In Search of: Information Literacy and APA PsycNET's New Relevancy Sort Situation: In this search we look at an issue that we hope will resonate with our readers. Librarians are increasingly adopting Web 2.0 (and beyond) technologies and social media to provide library instruction and information literacy training. What information is there in the PsycINFO database on the subject?



Build Your Search in PsycINFO using the relevancy sort on APA PsycNET APA PsycNET has recently added a Relevancy sort option. To begin our search, let’s look at how the Relevance option works. You access it from the Sort By area:



The Relevance process is this: first, initial selection is carried out based purely on the user’s search.  Once that is done, the selected records are given a relevance score that determines the order of the results. That relevance score is determined on the basis of terms’ presence in the Title (document title) and Index Terms fields, which are given the greatest weight; then by keywords, author, and abstract, in that order.  There is also a small weight given to the presence of the term anywhere in the record.  Boosting factors are also used, such as the presence of a term in a short field, thus a search for literacy weights “The Uses of Digital Literacy” more than The Role of Literacy, Occupation and Income in Dementia Prevention: The São Paulo Aging and Health Study.” This is done on the assumption that the former is likely to be more specifically focused on the topic. Finally, there is a boost for recency, or “freshness,” which means that among items with similar scores, those that are more recent will appear higher in the list.  Let’s do the search using two of the richer features available in APA PsycNET, Term Finder and the Classification Codes.



continued on page 17
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In Search of... —continued from page 16 A nice feature of the APA PsycNET platform is that it makes access to the Thesaurus of Psychological Index Terms prominent with the Term Finder tab.



The thesaurus allows three ways to search, alphabetically, with a rotated index, and hierarchically. We can search for both of our major concepts. First for literacy:



Among the results is the specific term we were looking for.



continued on page 18
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In Search of... —continued from page 17 We’ll take a closer look at the term. In this instance, the term was recently added, in 2007, and there are no broader or narrower terms. There are, however related terms that may be relevant to the search.



By expanding the related term records, choosing additional terms, and clicking the search button with the default Or Boolean, we’ve created a search for one prong of our topic. To create the second prong, we must, we must repeat the process in the next row:



continued on page 19
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In Search of... —continued from page 18 Clear the search terms box.



We now try searching the Thesaurus with our second search concept: Web 2.0 OR “social media.” This time, we aren’t able to find the specific term we were looking for.



continued on page 20
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In Search of... —continued from page 19 However, there do seem to be a number of related terms that would be useful, and so we add them to the Thesaurus search box.



This adds the index terms to the search. But if we still want to include the terms “Web 2.0” and “social media” in our search, we simply add them to the end of the search string and change index terms on the drop-down menu to keywords; thus, we include both the power of the controlled language and the flexibility of specific keywords.



Finally, we add as a limit a range of classification codes that will restrict the results to research classified as being primarily about education. Go to the “Look for” section and access classification code. Scroll through the categories until you find relevant codes.



continued on page 21
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In Search of... —continued from page 20 Here is the final search.



continued on page 22
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In Search of... —continued from page 21 And we retrieve 43 Relevance-sorted results. Here are the top results.
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